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Abstract
One of the major challenges in training text-to-image
generation models is the need of a large number of highquality image-text pairs. While image samples are often
easily accessible, the associated text descriptions typically
require careful human captioning, which is particularly
time- and cost-consuming. In this paper, we propose the
first work to train text-to-image generation models without
any text data. Our method leverages the well-aligned multimodal semantic space of the powerful pre-trained CLIP
model: the requirement of text-conditioning is seamlessly
alleviated via generating text features from image features.
Extensive experiments are conducted to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. We obtain state-of-theart results in the standard text-to-image generation tasks.
Importantly, the proposed language-free model outperforms
most existing models trained with full image-text pairs. Furthermore, our method can be applied in fine-tuning pretrained models, which saves both training time and cost in
training text-to-image generation models. Our pre-trained
model obtains competitive results in zero-shot text-to-image
generation on the MS-COCO dataset, yet with around only
1% of the model size and training data size relative to the
recently proposed large DALL-E model.

1. Introduction
Automatic synthesis of realistic images from arbitrary
text description is one of the core aspirations in artificial intelligence. Most existing works achieve the goal
by consuming a large number of high quality image-text
pairs [7,38,53,56,59], which, however, often requires heavy
workload of precise human captioning and filtering. For instance, MS-COCO [27], the most commonly used dataset in
text-to-image generation tasks, requires over 70,000 worker
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hours in gathering and annotating the captions. Even for
less curated datasets such as Google Conceptual Captions
[41], it consists of 3.3 million image-text pairs that are heavily filtered from 5 billion images from around 1 billion English webpages. In practice, for a customized domain, it is
infeasible to collect such a large number of image-text pairs
for model training, due to the high cost of human captioning and filtering. This challenge renders the unprecedented
importance of the zero-shot text-to-image generation tasks,
where no domain-specific image-text pairs are used to train
a model to generate images in a given domain.
Recently, several attempts have been made to tackle
zero-shot text-to-image generation problem, by pre-training
giant generative models on web-scale image-text pairs, such
as DALL-E [38] and CogView [7]. Both are auto-regressive
Transformer models built for zero-shot text-to-image generation, as they can generate corresponding images given arbitrary text description without training on domain-specific
datasets. However, to ensure good performance, these models require a gigantic scale of data collections, model size
and model training. Specifically, DALL-E contains over 12
billion parameters and is trained on a dataset consisting of
250 million image-text pairs; CogView is a model with 4
billion parameters trained on 30 million image-text pairs.
For this reason, hundreds of GPUs are required in training
these models, which significantly increases carbon footprint
and decrease the inclusivity: making it extremely difficult
for more researchers to participate the study of this topic.
It is therefore desired to provide affordable solutions to
build text-to-image generation models for the settings of
limited image-text pair data, by reducing the requirements
on model size, data collections and model training. In terms
of data collections, in the ideal scenarios, the languagefree setting is probably the minimal and cheapest requirement, where only image data is provided. This is important because collecting only image data is much easier than
constructing high-quality image-text pairs, given the ample
domain-specific image datasets available online.
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Figure 1. Model size vs performance of zero-shot image-to-text generation on the COCO dataset. L AFITE has much smaller model size,
especially when considering trainable parameters (Left figure), but shows higher Inception score (Middle figure) and lower FID (Right
figure). Please refer to Section 4 for details.

To this end, we propose L AFITE1 , a generative adversarial approach to significantly lowering the cost barrier and
to building efficient text-to-image generation models, based
on the pre-trained CLIP model [37]. Specifically, (i) we
take advantages of CLIP’s property on image-text feature
alignment in the joint semantic space, to construct pseudo
image-text feature pairs; (ii) we propose a text-to-image
GAN (Generative Adversarial Network) model [11] that can
effectively leverage pseudo image-text feature pairs. Our
major contributions can be summarized as followings:
• We propose L AFITE, a versatile system that works effectively in a large range of text-to-image generation
settings, including language-free, zero-shot and fullysupervised learning.
• To the best of our knowledge, L AFITE is the first work
that enables the language-free training for the text-toimage generation task. We propose two novel schemes
to construct pseudo image-text feature pairs, and conduct comprehensive study for the new setting. The
effectiveness is validated with quantitative results on
several datasets with different training schemes (training from scratch and fine-tuning from pre-trained generative models).
• In zero-shot text-to-image generation settings, L AFITE
outperforms the prior art DALL-E and CogView on
the COCO benchmark, with less than 1% of the trainable model parameter size (with frozen CLIP model
weights). Please see Figure 1 for comparisons.
• In the standard fully supervised settings, L AFITE outperforms several state-of-the-art (SoTA) methods by
a large margin. Surprisingly, even our language-free
model shows superior performance than most existing
models that are trained with full image-text pairs.

supervised text-to-image generation [53, 56, 59] and zeroshot text-to-image generation [7, 38]. The SoTA in the
full image-text pair setting is still dominated by GAN variants [53,56,59]. GANs [11] have inspired many advances in
image synthesis [18, 20, 23, 28, 32]. For text-to-image synthesis, the improved model performance is often benefited
from large generative adversarial image models [56] and
pre-trained text encoders [30]. Recently, excellent zero-shot
text-to-image generation performance has been achieved in
DALL-E [38] and CogView [7]. The basic idea is to encode
images into discrete latent tokens using VQ-VAE [39, 45],
and pre-train a huge-size auto-regressive Transformers [46]
to predict these discrete tokens based on paired text sequences. Our L AFITE is the first generative adversarial approach that achieves SoTA on zero-shot generation.
Multi-modal feature learning Learning a joint and
aligned feature space for vision-and-language has been a
long standing problem in artificial intelligence [42, 50]. Inspired by the BERT model [6], a number of methods attempt to learn generic multi-modal fusion layers, given
the pre-extracted visual region features and textual encoder [21, 24, 26, 31, 43, 57]. These works aim at learning generic multi-modal representations for downstream
tasks like visual question answering [2, 14], image captioning [1, 27], visual commonsense reasoning [55]. Unlike the
aforementioned works, another line of works focus on the
way of learning visual representation from natural language
supervisions, including both generative [5] and discriminative [48, 49, 58] methods. The latter learns an aligned
visual-semantic space. This idea is recently scaled up in
CLIP/ALIGN [16, 37], which pave the way toward building
a universal image-text representation space. Our L AFITE is
built up in this universal space, and is the first one to leverage its multi-modal alignment property for language-free
text-to-image generation.

2. Related Work
Text-to-image generation Existing models on text-toimage generation can be categorized into two classes: fully1

LAnguage-Free traIning for Text-to-image gEneration

CLIP for generation/manipulation. The idea of multimodal feature space also inspires some recent works on
generative models [9, 10, 33, 35]. All of these works are
related to ours in that the tools of pre-trained CLIP model
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and StyleGAN2 are employed. Our L AFITE is different in
two aspects: (i) The motivations and scenarios are different. Existing works focus on latent optimization [10], image
manipulation [35], domain adaptation [9], image segmentation [33]. We present the first study on training text-toimage generation models without the requirement of paired
captions. (ii) The techniques are different. Though imagetext feature alignment property is leveraged in all works,
Our L AFITE is the only one to generate pseudo features
pairs in the joint multi-modal space, none of existing works
considers such a possibility.

3. L AFITE: A Language-Free Paradigm
A natural idea to avoid human captioning in constructing
image-text pair training data is using an off-the-shelf image
captioning model that can automatically generate captions
for the collected training images. However, this is especially challenging due to the lack of a universal captioning
model that can (i) bridge the modality gap between text and
image to generate high-quality captions; (ii) generalize to
diverse image domains with large domain gaps. In this paper, we resort to solving an easier problem: one may directly generate text features rather than text descriptions, to
avoid the use of image captioning models.
Throughout the paper, (x, t) denotes an image-text pair,
x′ is the corresponding generated image of t. G and D denote the generator and discriminator respectively. We use
fimg and ftxt to denote the pre-trained text encoder and image encoder, which map text descriptions and image samples into a joint multi-modal feature space. h = ftxt (t)
denotes the real text feature, z ∼ N (0, I) denotes latent noise sampled from the standard Gaussian distribution,
serving as one input of the generator. Our idea to achieve
language-free training is to generate pseudo text features h′ ,
which aims to approximating h, by leveraging the imagetext feature alignment of a pre-trained model. The generated features are then fed into the text-to-image generator to synthesize the corresponding images. Without loss
of generality, we denote the mapping from input data to
the multi-modal feature space as translator T in two settings. If only images x are provided (i.e. language-free setting), we consider a pseudo text-feature generation process
T : x → h′ ; If image-text pairs (x, t) are provided (i.e.
standard fully-supervised settings), we encode ground-truth
text, T : t → h.

Figure 2. The illustration
that the generated pseudo
text feature vector h′ ∈
H(x) (blue dashed arrow)
should have high cosine
similarity with the image
feature fimg (x) (red solid
arrow), i.e. θ ≤ arccos c.

matched image-text features is maximized, while cosine
similarity of the mis-matched pair is minimized. This naturally provides a high-dimensional hyper-sphere2 for the
multimodal features, where paired image-text should be
close to each other, with a small angle between their feature
vectors. This inspires us to explore the potentials of generating pseudo text features h′ ∈ H(x) for a given image x
on this hyper-sphere: H(x) = {h′ |Sim(h′ , fimg (x)) ≥ c},
where Sim denotes cosine similarity, c > 0 is a threshold.
This idea is illustrated in Figure 2. Based on the analysis,
we consider two schemes to generate pseudo text features.
Fixed perturbations To generate pseudo text feature h′ ,
we propose to perturb the image feature fimg (x) with adaptive Gaussian noise:
 \label {eq:adaptive_gaussian} \rvh ^\prime = \tilde {\rvh } / \Vert \tilde {\rvh } \Vert _2, ~~~ \tilde {\rvh } = f_{\text {img}}(\rvx ) + \xi \mathbf {\epsilon } \Vert f_{\text {img}}(\rvx ) \Vert _2 /\Vert \mathbf {\epsilon }\Vert _2, (1)
where ϵ ∼ N (0, I) is the Gaussian noise, ξ > 0 is a fixed
hyper-parameter representing the level of perturbations, ∥ ·
∥2 denotes L2 norm. The added Gaussian noise is adaptive
in the sense that it is normalized to a hyper-sphere, then rescaled by the norm of image feature. We can prove that,
with the adaptive noise, our L AFITEG can generate H(x)
with a high probability which depends on ξ, c and d. The
formal theorem and its proof are provided in the Appendix.
Trainable perturbations It is natural to extend L AFITEG
to learn more adaptive noise instead of using a vanilla Gaussian. To this end, we propose to train an inference model
which takes the image features as inputs and outputs the
mean and variance of the desired noise distribution. Specifically, the inference model consists of two neural networks
r1 (·) and r2 (·). With the re-parameterization trick [22], the
generation of pseudo text features is:
 \label {eq:txt_fts_nn} \rvh ^\prime & = \tilde {\rvh } / \Vert \tilde {\rvh } \Vert _2, \text {where} \\ \tilde {\rvh } & = f_{\text {img}}(\rvx ) + r_{1}(f_{\text {img}}(\rvx )) + \mathbf {\epsilon } \odot \exp (r_2(f_{\text {img}}(\rvx ))),~ \nonumber

3.1. Pseudo Text-Feature Generation
To achieve the goal, a universal multimodal feature space
is desired, where features of paired texts and images are
well aligned. The recently vision-and-language models
such as CLIP and ALIGN achieve this, by pre-training
on hundreds/thousands of millions of image-text pairs using contrastive learning. The cosine similarity between

where exp denotes element-wise exponent operation, and
⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication, ϵ ∼ N (0, I) denotes noise sampled from standard Gaussian. In practice,
2 In our implementation, we normalize the features extracted with CLIP
by their L2 norm.
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we construct r1 (·) and r2 (·) with 4 fully-connected (FC)
layers respectively, and train them in a supervised way by
maximizing the cosine similarity Sim(h′ , h) between generated text features and real text features.
Discussion. Both schemes have their own pros and cons.
The trainable perturbation generally yields better performance than the fixed perturbation. However, the fixed perturbation is easier to use, without the requirement of training an inference model on an additional dataset with annotated image-text pairs. Further, the performance of trainable
perturbation is influenced by the gap between datasets used
in training the inference model and the generative model,
as empirically verified in our ablation studies in the experiment section.

Discriminator In the text-to-image task, the discriminator ensures the generated image to satisfy two criterias:
photo-realistic to human perception and fidelity to the text
condition. To this end, we encode the input image x with
a shared discriminator backbone, then perform two tasks
(each with a task-specific FC layer), as illustrated in Figure 4. (i) fd (x) projects x into a scalar, indicating the
level of true or fake of an input image x. This is a common task shared in all GAN models; (ii) fs (x) embeds x
into a semantic space, which is expected to be similar to
the semantic space of CLIP. We compute the inner product
⟨h′ , fs (x)⟩ to indicate how well the input image x is semantically aligned/conditioned with the pseudo text feature. In
summary, the discriminator output is defined as:
 \label {eq:logit} D(\rvx , \rvh ^\prime ) = \underbrace {f_{\text {d}}(\rvx )}_{\text {real or fake}} + \underbrace {\langle \rvh ^\prime , f_{\text {s}}(\rvx ) \rangle }_{\text {semantic alignment}}~,

(4)

3.2. Network Architectures
We propose to adapt the unconditional StyleGAN2 to
a conditional generative model for our goal. Note that although we discuss our model in a language-free setting, it
can be directly generalized to standard text-to-image generation by using h (real text feature) instead of h′ (pseudo
text feature).

Intuitively, D(x, h′ ) yields a high value for an image x,
when it is real (with large fd (x) values) and the semantic
similarity between h′ and fs (x) is high. Similar ideas have
been exploited in [15, 17, 56]. Different from these methods, our model can utilize the pre-trained multi-modal feature space, which relieves the difficulty for discriminator in
learning semantically meaningful features.

Generator It is shown in recent works [29, 51] that the
StyleSpace of StyleGAN2 is a well-disentangled intermediate feature space, whose dimensions are highly independent. By leveraging this property, we propose a simple yet effective approach to enable conditional generation: injecting new conditional information directly into
the StyleSpace, as illustrated in Figure 3. Specifically, we
choose to inject text information as follows. (i) Random
noise vectors z ∈ Z are transformed into an intermediate latent space W via a so-called mapping network, which consists of a sequence of FC layers. The W space is claimed to
better reflect the disentangled nature of the learned distribution. Each w ∈ W is further transformed to channel-wise
unconditional style codes s, using a different learned affine
transformation for each layer of the generator. The space
spanned by these style parameters is often referred to as
StyleSpace, or S. (ii) For a conditional vector h′ from the
image-text joint semantic space of CLIP, it is transformed
into condition codes c, using a different learned 2-layer FC
network for each generator layer. (iii) At each layer of the
generator, we concatenate its style and conditional codes
to obtain [s, c], which is is further transformed to channelwise conditional style codes u , using a different learned
affine transformation for each generator layer. We refer to
the space spanned by these style parameters as Conditional
StyleSpace, or U. In sum, the generator G synthesizes a
fake image as:

3.3. Training Objectives

 \label {eq:generator} \rvx ^\prime = G( \rvh ^\prime , \rvz )

(3)

For a mini-batch of n images {xi }ni=1 , h′i is the corresponding generated pseudo text features for the i-th image. Our model is trained in an adversarial manner, with
additional contrastive losses to ensure that the GAN feature
space is aligned with pre-trained CLIP. The first one is the
standard conditional GAN loss. The losses for the generator
and discriminator are defined, with the logits from (4), as:

 \label {eq:base_loss} \mathcal {L}_{\text {G}} &= - \sum _{i=1}^n \log \sigma (D(\rvx ^\prime _i, \rvh _i^\prime )) , \\ \mathcal {L}_{\text {D}} &= - \sum _{i=1}^n \log \sigma (D(\rvx _i, \rvh _i^\prime )) - \sum _{i=1}^n \log (1- \sigma (D(\rvx ^\prime _i, \rvh _i^\prime ))) \nonumber

where σ(·) denotes the Sigmoid function.
To enforce that the discriminator-extracted feature fs (x)
is semantically aligned in the pre-trained CLIP feature
space, we consider the following contrastive regularizer for
the discriminator:

 \label {eq:d_contrastive_loss} \mathcal {L}_{\text {ConD}} = - \tau \sum _{i=1}^n \log \dfrac {\exp ( \mathrm {Sim}(f_{\text {s}}(\rvx _i), \rvh _i^\prime )/\tau )}{\sum _{j=1}^n \exp ( \mathrm {Sim}(f_{\text {s}}(\rvx _j), \rvh _i^\prime )/\tau )}, (6)
where Sim denotes the cosine similarity, τ is a non-negative
hyper-parameter. Intuitively, LConD enforces the discriminator to output image feature fs (xi ) that is similar to the
corresponding text feature h′i .
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Figure 3. The process of injecting text-conditional information into each layer of the generator, where FC denotes fully-connected layer.
The green modules have their own trainable parameters per generator layer. We can view the original StyleGAN2 constructs its StyleSpace
as the process from z to s. We propose to inject the semantic conditional information and further build our Conditional StyleSpace, whose
elements u will be used to modulate image generation. This figure illustrates the language-free setting, where real image is used to generate
pseudo text feature h′ ; For the fully supervised text-to-image generation setting, real text is used for the extraction of text feature h. Please
refer to the definition of translator in Section 3 for details.

(b) LConD

(a) Discriminator output

(c) LConG

Figure 4. Illustration of discriminator outputs and training objectives for the language-free setting.

We further utilize the pre-trained CLIP model to improve
the semantic correspondence of the generated images x′i
and its conditioned pseudo text feature h′i . We define the
following contrastive loss for the generator with the same
hyper-parameter τ as (6):
 \label {eq:clip_contrastive_loss} \hspace {-0.3cm}\mathcal {L}_{\text {ConG}} = - \tau \sum _{i=1}^n \log \dfrac {\exp (\mathrm {Sim}(f_{\text {img}}(\rvx ^\prime _i), \rvh _i^\prime )/\tau )}{\sum _{j=1}^n \exp (\mathrm {Sim}(f_{\text {img}}(\rvx ^\prime _j), \rvh _i^\prime )/\tau )}. (7)
With the above contrastive regularizers, the final training
loss for the generator and discriminator are defined as:
  \mathcal {L}_{\text {D}}^\prime & = \mathcal {L}_{\text {D}} + \gamma \mathcal {L}_{\text {ConD}} \label {eq:final_loss_d} \\ \mathcal {L}_{\text {G}}^\prime & = \mathcal {L}_{\text {G}} + \gamma \mathcal {L}_{\text {ConD}} + \lambda \mathcal {L}_{\text {ConG}} \label {eq:final_loss_g}

(9)
where τ = 0.5, λ = γ = 10 for language-free settings, and
τ = 0.5, λ = 10, γ = 5 for fully-supervised settings3 .

Algorithm 1 Language-free training of L AFITE
1: Input: An image dataset {xi }N
i=1 , pre-trained encoders ftxt , fimg , hyper-parameters τ > 0
2: while not converge do
3:
Sample mini-batch {xi }ni=1 ;
4:
Sample perturbation noise {ϵi }ni=1 ∼ N (0, I);
5:
// Pseudo text feature generation
6:
Generate h′i according to (1) or (2);
7:
// Forward pass of G and D
8:
Sample latent noise {zi }ni=1 ∼ N (0, I);
9:
Synthesize fake image x′i with G using (3);
10:
Feed real/fake images to D using (4);
11:
// Update G and D with gradient descent
12:
Update D with (8);
13:
Update G with (9);
14: end while

3.4. Training Details
We summarize the language-free training schedule of
L AFITE in Algorithm 1. For the settings with full imagetext pairs, one may replace pseudo text feature generation
step with the ground-truth text feature h = ftxt (t).
3 Details

about hyper-parameter tuning are provided in the Appendix.

Pre-training. To demonstrate the zero-shot task transfer
ability of our model, we also consider a variant that is pretrained on the Google Conceptual Captions 3M (CC3M)
dataset [41], which consists of 3.3 millions of image-text
pairs. For pseudo text-feature generation with trainable per-
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turbation, we also train its inference model on CC3M. There
is no image overlapping between the pre-training and downstream datasets, which ensures the fairness when comparing
our method against others in transfer learning. For face domain, we pre-trained a model on FFHQ dataset [19] which
contains 70,000 images. The pre-trained models can be
fine-tuned with L AFITE under language-free setting on different datasets, which will be discussed in next section.

Figure 5. Language-free text-to-image generation examples on
MS-COCO validation set.

Data augmentation. In practice, we also consider image data augmentation to improve extracted image features
fimg (x) in (1). We choose to use random cropping and avoid
using augmentations like color transformation, because they
may lead to mismatching between h′ and x. The details are
summarized in Appendix.

4. Experiments
As the proposed L AFITE is a versatile system, we conduct experiments under different settings, including the proposed language-free setting, as well as the zero-shot and
fully-supervised text-to-image generation settings. Due to
the difference of two schemes to generate pseudo text features described in Section 3.1, we denote our system in two
variants: fixed perturbations as L AFITEG and trainable perturbations as L AFITE NN , respectively. All of our experiments are conducted on 4 Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs, implemented using Pytorch [34]. CLIP-ViT/B-32 is used in
our methods unless specified. All the codes and pre-trained
models will be publicly available upon acceptance.
Datasets. We consider a suite of datasets that are commonly used in literature [53, 54, 56, 59], including MSCOCO [4], CUB [47], LN-COCO [36], Multi-modal
CelebA-HQ (MM CelebA-HQ) [52]. All the images are
scaled to resolution 256 × 256. Statistics of these datasets
are summarized in Table 7 in the Appendix.
Evaluation metrics. Following [7, 38], we report the
blurred Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [12] and Inception
Score (IS) [40] on MS-COCO dataset, which are computed
using 30,000 generated images with randomly sampled text
from validation set. FID-k means the FID is computed after
blurring all the images by a Gaussian filter with radius k.

4.1. Language-free Text-to-image Generation
We first study L AFITE under the proposed language-free
setting, in which only images are provided in a given domain, and no paired caption is available during training.
Captioning-based baseline: As a baseline, we employed
the SoTA image captioning model VinVL [57] to generate
some associated captions for images. Note that MS-COCO
image-text pairs were used to train the author-provided

Figure 6. Image generation with multi-modal conditions (conditioned on both image and text).
Model
Cap-Base
Cap-Large
L AFITEG
L AFITE NN

IS ↑

FID-0 ↓

FID-1 ↓

FID-2 ↓

FID-4 ↓

FID-8 ↓

15.83
16.95
27.20
22.23

56.36
47.21
18.04
26.56

54.99
42.35
17.80
26.48

51.84
37.85
17.68
25.82

44.81
31.59
16.16
23.90

37.28
23.49
14.52
19.27

Table 1. Results of language-free setting on MS-COCO dataset.
‘Cap’ indicates a text-to-image generation baseline method based
on VinVL captioning.

VinVL image captioning model, so the MS-COCO comparison is unfairly biased in favor of the baseline due to
this information leakage. We compare this baseline method
with our L AFITE using the same network architecture and
hyper-parameter setting for fairness. The main results are
in Table 1. Both variants of our L AFITE significantly outperform the captioning-based baseline method. The simple
L AFITEG performs the best on this dataset, indicating the
generality of the method. For L AFITE NN , note that CC3M is
used to train the inference model, thus there is no information leakage in L AFITE NN method as we test L AFITE NN on
the MS-COCO dataset. Some generated examples are provided in Figure 5, from which we can see that our L AFITE
leads to text-aligned generation though no text data is used
during training, verifying the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
Furthermore, we can actually perform generation conditioned on images: For a given image, we generate an imageconditioned pseudo text feature vector with L AFITE. Passing this pseudo text feature vector to G leads to generated
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Model
DALL-E
CogView
L AFITE

IS ↑

FID-0 ↓

FID-1 ↓

FID-2 ↓

FID-4 ↓

FID-8 ↓

SOA-C ↑

SOA-I ↑

17.90
18.20
26.02

27.50
27.10
26.94

28.00
19.40
22.97

45.50
13.90
18.70

83.50
19.40
15.72

85.00
23.60
14.79

37.37

54.25

Table 2. Results of zero-shot setting on MS-COCO dataset, the model is pre-trained with image-text pairs from CC3M dataset.

IS ↑

Model

MS-COCO
FID ↓ SOA-C ↑

SOA-I ↑

IS ↑

CUB
FID ↓

LN-COCO
IS ↑
FID ↓

MM CelebA-HQ
IS ↑
FID ↓

AttnGAN
Obj-GAN
DM-GAN
OP-GAN
DF-GAN
XMC-GAN

23.61
24.09
32.32
27.88
30.45

33.10
36.52
27.34
24.70
21.42
9.33

25.88
27.14
33.44
35.85
50.94

39.01
41.24
48.03
50.47
71.33

4.36
4.75
5.10
-

23.98
16.09
14.81
-

20.80
28.37

51.80
14.12

-

125.98
131.05
137.60
-

L AFITE

32.34

8.12

61.09

74.78

5.97

10.48

26.32

11.78

2.93

12.54

Table 3. Standard text-to-image generation on CUB, LN-COCO and MM CelebA-HQ datasets.

images that are similar to the given image. Consequently,
L AFITE enables image generation with multi-modal conditions, i.e. it can be conditioned on both image and text simultaneously. The implementation details are discussed in
the Appendix. Some generated examples are provided in
Figure 6, more results are provided in the Appendix.

4.2. Zero-Shot Text-to-image Generation
Zero-shot is a setting to evaluate a pre-trained text-toimage generation model, without training the model on
any of downstream data. MS-COCO dataset is used for
evaluating our model pre-trained on CC3M. The main results are shown in Table 2. Compared to DALL-E [38]
and CogView [7], L AFITE achieves better quantitative results in most cases. We also emphasize that our model
has only 75 millions of trainable parameters, while DALLE has over 12 billions of parameters. Arguably, our pretraining dataset CC3M is much smaller4 , compared to the
pre-training dataset used in DALL-E, which contains 250
millions of image-text pairs.

4.3. Standard Text-to-image Generation
We now consider the standard text-to-image generation
task, where all the ground-truth image-text pairs are provided during training. We compare L AFITE against a series of competitive systems: AttnGAN [53], Obj-GAN [25],
DM-GAN [59], OP-GAN [13], DF-GAN [44] and XMCGAN [56]. The main results evaluated by FID and IS on
different datasets are provided in Table 3. We also report the
Semantic Object Accuracy (SOA) on MS-COCO following previous works [13, 56]. Results of competitive mod4 Though we acknowledge that L AFITE is based on an off-the-shelf discriminate model CLIP, which is trained on 400 million image-text pairs

Methods

MS-COCO
IS ↑
FID ↓

IS ↑

CUB
FID ↓

LN-COCO
IS ↑
FID ↓

Training from Scratch
27.53 18.49 38.95
46.32
18.17 36.19

MM CelebA-HQ
IS ↑
FID ↓

L AFITEG
L AFITE NN

27.20
22.23

18.04
26.56

4.32
4.06

2.78
2.89

32.75
50.34

L AFITEG
L AFITE NN

24.89
26.55

20.89
17.44

Fine-tuned from Pre-trained Model
6.13 35.99 19.32
34.96 3.10
4.36 37.91 20.02 33.76 3.19

15.74
29.42

Table 4. Comparisons between two schemes for language-free
training on different datasets.

els are directly cited from the corresponding papers. It is
clear that our proposed model consistently outperforms all
other methods, creating new SoTA results in standard textto-image generation.

4.4. Adaptation of Pre-trained Models
Language-free model fine-tuning. Compared with existing works, one key advantage of the pre-trained L AFITE
model is that it naturally enables language-free model
fine-tuning. The results are provided in Table 4, where
both L AFITEG and L AFITE NN are investigated on different
datasets. We see that fine-tuning from the pre-trained model
generally outperform training from scratch. We also notice
that performance of pre-trained L AFITE largely depends on
the domain gap in pre-training and fine-tuning datasets. For
example, L AFITE NN sometimes obtains worse results than
L AFITEG , especially when the fine-tuning dataset is dissimilar to CC3M, i.e., CUB and MM CelebA-HQ. This indicates that the inference model used for generating text features may have biases, because it may over-fit to its training
dataset CC3M.
Pre-trained L AFITE is also highly training-efficient. For
example, training from scratch with L AFITE on MS-COCO
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Model
RoBERTa-Base
RoBERTa-Large
CLIP(B-32) Text encoder
CLIP(B-16) Text encoder
CLIP(B-32)
CLIP(B-16)
(a) FID (↓)

(b) IS (↑)

Figure 7. Comparison of L AFITE and prior art XMC-GAN. X-axis
is the percentage of image-text pairs in the full MS-COCO dataset.
XMC-GAN has over 166 millions trainable parameters, while our
L AFITE only has 75 millions trainable parameters.

L AFITEG

LConG
✓

L AFITE NN

Model

✓

✓

✓

LConD

IS ↑

FID ↓

SOA-C ↑

SOA-I ↑

✓
✓

14.79
17.78
22.28
27.20

33.03
29.65
21.25
18.04

9.64
16.53
29.09
36.84

18.40
30.33
43.77
54.16

✓
✓

11.05
20.02
19.14
22.23

72.03
30.67
33.88
26.48

8.28
26.60
33.32
36.86

14.46
41.26
49.86
54.02

Table 5. Ablations of training losses on MS-COCO dataset, ✓
means the component is used during training.

dataset requires around 4 days to reach FID of 18, while
fine-tuning only needs 3 hours. This becomes a critical advantage especially when we require several text-to-image
generation models across different datasets.
Semi-supervised fine-tuning. Adaptation of pre-trained
L AFITE is sample-efficient. One interesting question is,
how much percentage of image-text pairs do we need to outperform previous SoTA XMC-GAN on MS-COCO dataset?
To answer this question, we conduct experiment in which
only a portion of the images are associated with groundtruth text. Our model is first pre-trained using all the images under the language-free setting, then it is fine-tuned
with varying percentages of image-text pairs. The main results are summarized in Figure 7. Our method outperforms
XMC-GAN on both IS and FID when less than half of total
of the image-text pairs are employed.

4.5. Ablation Study
Ablation study of training objectives We first investigate the impact of each component in our objective functions. The standard generator and discriminator losses are
always employed, we ablate by excluding LConG and LConD
one by one. The results are provided in Table 5. For both
variants of L AFITE, it is observed the model performance
could drop significantly.
Ablations of pre-trained text/image encoders To
demonstrate the importance of using a multi-modal feature-

Feature dim
768
1024
512
512
512
512

IS ↑ FID ↓ SOA-C ↑ SOA-I ↑
15.95
14.11
24.54
24.90
31.88
32.34

29.55
35.77
16.21
15.97
8.62
8.12

11.58
7.72
47.74
47.80
59.51
61.09

22.89
16.03
61.86
62.71
73.76
74.78

Table 6. Results of using different pre-trained models on MSCOCO dataset.

aligned pre-trained model in our L AFITE, we compare the
CLIP model and other single-modality models. We adopt
the popular RoBERTa [30] as the baseline text encoder,
which was trained on a large text corpus only. Note that
it is infeasible to perform language-free training without
the joint feature space. Thus this experiment is based on
fully-supervised text-to-image generation setting. For a fair
comparison, we also report the results of only using the
text encoder of CLIP while discarding the image encoder.
In this setting, there is no image encoder thus the LConG
term is removed from the objective function consequently.
The results are reported in Table 6. As expected, even if
the image encoder of CLIP is not used, models with only
CLIP text encoder still significantly outperform models
using RoBERTa. From the results, we can conclude that:
(i) The feature space of CLIP is semantically meaningful
for text-to-image generation, thus only using text encoder
of CLIP still leads to better results than RoBERTa; (ii)
Text-to-image generation results can be improved by using
a feature-aligned joint feature space (CLIP vs others),
and can be further improved with a stronger joint space
(CLIP-ViT/B-16 outperforms CLIP-ViT/B-32, where
ViT/B-16 and ViT/B-32 are different designs of visual
transformers [8]).

5. Conclusion
We have presented L AFITE, an approach to build text-toimage generation systems without domain-specific imagetext pairs in training. We achieve the goal by resorting
to generating pseudo text features from images. Excellent
performance in a variety of text-to-image generations tasks
have demonstrated the effectiveness of L AFITE, including
language-free, zero-shot and fully supervised settings. In
particular, L AFITE creates new SoTA in zero-shot setting,
with only 1% trainable parameter counts compared with recent advances such as DALL-E/CogView. L AFITE also outperforms prior arts in the fully-supervised settings. We believe that language-free training is a promising direction to
enable broader application areas for text-to-image generation, as it significantly lowers the burden on data collection.
One interesting future direction is to explore image synthesis in the wild, where long tail and open set conditions are
provided for generation.
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